Abstract. Ordered binary decision diagrams are an important data structure for the representation of Boolean functions. Typically, the underlying variable ordering is used as an optimization parameter. When nite state machines are represented by OBDDs the state encoding can be used as an additional optimization parameter. In this paper, we analyze the in uence of the state encoding on the OBDD-representations of counter-type nite state machines. In particular, we prove lower bounds, derive exact sizes for important encodings and construct a worst-case encoding which leads to exponential-size OBDDs.
Introduction
Ordered binary decision diagrams (OBDDs) introduced by Bryant Bry86] provide an e cient graph-based data structure for Boolean functions (for a survey see Bry92] or Weg94]). The main optimization parameter of OBDDs is the underlying variable ordering. Many research e orts have tried to characterize the complexity of the relevant variable ordering problems THY93, MS94, BW96] and to come up with e cient optimization algorithms for obtaining large size reductions without aiming at the global minimum Rud93, BMS95] . Unfortunately, there are many important applications, in particular in the analysis of nite automata/ nite state machines CBM89, CM95] , where this optimization technique reaches its limits.
Quite recently, in MT96] and MST97] it was shown that in the context of nite state machines the state encoding can be used as an additional optimization parameter: In particular, the optimization techniques for nding suitable state encodings can be well integrated into existing algorithms for nding good variable orderings.
These optimization techniques immediately raise the question in which extent the choice of the state encoding can in uence the OBDD-size at all. We will consider classes of counters which have a simple structure but which appear in numerous practical examples. For these classes, we analyze the relationship ? between the state encoding and the OBDD-size from a combinatorial point of view and give some precise answers concerning this relationship.
In particular, we consider the autonomous counter and the loop counter shown in Figure 1 GDN92 ]. In Figure 1 (a), the input symbol '?' means that this transition takes place for both input 1 and 0. Furthermore we analyze an acyclic counter which can be constructed out of the autonomous counter by deleting the \backward" edge from the last state to the rst state. The results, although derived for a quite speci c class of nite state machines, serve as reference examples for the task of nding re-encodings. The main contributions of this work are: 1. When xing the variable ordering in a reasonable way, we derive the exact OBDD-sizes for the counters under some important encodings. 2. We present lower bounds for the OBDD-sizes of counter encodings which are very close to the derived OBDD-sizes for the standard encoding. These bounds underline the suitability of the standard encoding in this context. 3. We construct worst-case encodings which lead to exponential-size OBDDs and hence demonstrate the sensitivity in choosing the appropriate state encoding. 4. In general, we give some ideas for the analysis of an important and still growing topic, in which most of the previously known results are based on experimental work.
Preliminaries

Ordered binary decision diagrams
An ordered binary decision diagram (OBDD) is de ned as a rooted directed acyclic graph with two sink nodes which are labeled 1 and 0. Each internal ( = non-sink) node is labeled by an input variable x i and has two outgoing edges, labeled 1 and 0 (in the diagrams the 0-edge is indicated by a dashed line). A linear variable ordering is placed on the input variables. The variable occurrences on each OBDD-path have to be consistent with this ordering. An OBDD computes a Boolean function f : f0; 1g n ! f0; 1g in a natural manner: each assignment to the input variables x i de nes a unique path through the graph from the root to the sinks. The label of the sink gives the value of the function on that input.
The OBDD is called reduced if it does not contain any vertex v such that the 0-edge and the 1-edge of v leads to the same node, and it does not contain Hence, the function T computes the value 1 for a triple (x; y; e) if and only if the state machine in state x and input e enters the state y.
In BCL + 94] and CBM89] it was shown that the representation of a nite state machine by means of its transition relation goes well together with typical tasks for analyzing nite state machines like checking equivalence. All these applications are based on a reachability analysis. Hence, we can consider equivalently the transition relation of the underlying non-deterministic machine in which the inputs have been eliminated. In terms of Boolean manipulation this corresponds to an existential quanti cation over the inputs.
We want to remark that the most e cient implementations of this general concept work with a partitioned transition relation BCL + 94].
Variable orderings
For a nite state machine M, we derive the reduced OBDD-size for the characteristic function of its transition relation. This size is shortly called OBDD-size of M. The OBDD-size crucially depends on the chosen variable ordering. There are two variable orderings which often appear in connection with nite state machines: the separated ordering x 1 ; : : :; x n ; y 1 ; : : :; y n and the interleaved ordering x 1 ; y 1 ; x 2 ; y 2 ; : : :; x n ; y n ATB94].
For practical applications, the interleaved variable ordering is often superior to the separated ordering. If one considers for example a deterministic autonomous (i.e. input-independent) machine with a bijective next-state function, then the OBDD w.r.t. the separated ordering has exponential size. The reason is that after reading the variables x 1 ; : : :; x n all induced subfunctions are di erent. The restriction to x the variable ordering is reasonable in our context, as we want to analyze the e ect of di erent state encodings.
The Lower Bound
We will investigate lower bounds for the OBDD-size of an autonomous counter with 2 n states where we keep the interleaved variable ordering xed and vary over all (2 n )! possible n-bit state encodings. For the rst lower bound we use that the next-state function of the autonomous counter is bijective. Theorem 1. Let M 2 n be an autonomous nite state machine with 2 n states, n encoding bits and a bijective next-state function. The OBDD-size of M 2 n w.r.t. the interleaved variable ordering is at least 3n. Proof. We show that for each 1 i n, there are at least 3 nodes with label x i or y i . As the next-state function is bijective, each of the 2n variables appears on every path from the root to the 1-sink. There exists a node A labeled by x i whose 1-edge leads to a sub-OBDD which does not represent the constant 0 (otherwise the next-state function cannot be a total function). In this sub-OBDD there exists a path from the root to the sink, and therefore the root must be labeled by y i (see Figure 2 (a)). Analogously, there exists a node B labeled by x i whose 0-edge leads to a sub-OBDD with root label y i . ... ...
Fig. 2. Lower bound
If we assume that A and B are identical and that the two roots of the subOBDDs are identical, then node A can be reduced, see Figure 2 (b). The resulting OBDD has a path from the root to the 1-sink on which the variable x i does not appear, a contradiction.
u t
The next theorem improves the lower bound by explicitly using the properties of a counter.
Theorem 2. The OBDD-size of an autonomous counter with 2 n states, n encoding bits and interleaved variable ordering is at least 4n ? 1. Proof. First, we show that every variable x 2 ; : : :; x n must appear at least twice in the OBDD. Assume for a contradiction that x i appears only once. As the nextstate function is bijective each 1-path in the OBDD goes through the vertex labeled by x i . Every assignment (x 1 ; y 1 ; : : :; x i?1 ; y i?1 ) 2 f0; 1g 2i?2 that leads to the x i -node can be combined with every assignment (x i ; y i ; : : :; x n ; y n ) 2 f0; 1g 2n?2i+2 that leads from the x i -node to the 1-sink in order to construct a transition of the counter. Intuitively, these two groups of variables act independently. For each (x i ; : : :; x n ) there exists a vector (y i ; : : :; y n ) such that the assignment x i ; y i ; : : :; x n ; y n leads from the x i -node to the 1-sink. After exactly 2 n?i transitions of the form x i : : :x n ! y i : : :y n the cycle w.r.t. the last n?i+1 variables is nished. Analogously, the rst i ? 1 variables form a cycle of length The MSB-rst (most signi cant bit rst) variable ordering is the interleaved variable ordering which reads the bits in decreasing signi cance. In contrast, the LSB-rst variable ordering reads the bits in increasing signi cance.
Lemma 3. For n 2, the reduced OBDD for M 2 n w.r.t. the MSB-rst variable ordering has 5n ? 3 internal nodes. Proof. The idea is to use the OBDD for M 2 n?1 in order to construct the OBDD for M 2 n . Formally, this leads to a proof by induction. We show: The reduced OBDD is of the form like in Figure 3 (a) (in the sense that the shown nodes exist and are not pairwise isomorphic) with sub-OBDDs A and B and has exactly 5n ? 3 nodes. The case n = 2 can easily be checked. C: leads to the 1-sink if and only if jy 2 : : :y n j = jx 2 : : :x n j+1, x 2 : : :x n 6 = 11 : : :1. D: leads to the 1-sink if and only if x 2 = : : : = x n = 1, y 2 = : : : = y n = 0.
It can easily be checked that all the subfunctions rooted in the new invented nodes are pairwise di erent. Therefore size(M 2 n ) = size(M 2 n?1 )?3+8 = size(M 2 n?1 ) + 5. u t Analogously, it can be shown that for n 2, the OBDDs for the LSB-rst ordering lead to the same number of nodes as for MSB-rst although the OBDDs are not isomorphic. The main reason for this equality is the fact that in both OBDDs there is only one bit of information that has to be passed from the level of y i?1 to the level of x i for 2 i n.
It is quite remarkable that these OBDD-sizes for the standard encoding nearly meet the lower bound of 4n?1. We conjecture that the standard encoding is even optimal. In order to prove a better lower bound, one might have to establish much more sophisticated communication complexity arguments which connect local OBDD-properties with the global single-cycle-property of a counter.
The Gray Encoding
Another important minimum-length encoding is the one where the encoding of state i is the Gray code representation of i. The Gray code has the property that all successive code words di er in only one bit. The n-bit Gray code can be constructed by re ecting the (n ? 1)-bit Gray code. To all the new codewords, a leading 1 is added.
By analogous constructions like in the previous subsection, it can be veri ed that for n 2 the OBDD-size of the Gray-encoded autonomous counter with MSB-or LSB-rst variable ordering is 10n ? 11. However, the OBDDs are not isomorphic. The constructions in both cases are based on the re ecting property of the Gray code. The essential reason why the Gray encoding has a bigger factor than the standard encoding is the re ecting property of the Gray code which does not allow an immediate use of the OBDD for M G 2 n?1 when constructing the OBDD for M G 2 n .
A Worst-Case Encoding
Of course, it is easy to construct autonomous nite state machines with bijective next-state function together with an encoding which have exponential OBDDsize w.r.t. the interleaved variable ordering. Things become more di cult if one wants to construct the encoding of an autonomous counter that leads to exponential OBDD-size. In the following we construct an encoding in which the rst nodes in the OBDD labeled by x 1 ; y 1 , : : :, x n=2 ; y n=2 and their outgoing edges lead to a complete tree. The number of nodes with label x n=2+1 will therefore be 2 n and the OBDD will have more than 2 n+1 nodes. There are 2 n di erent assignments to the leading variables x 1 ; y 1 ; : : :, x n=2 ; y n=2 and 2 n transitions in the nite state machine. To ensure that the leading variables in the OBDD generate a complete tree, we construct the nextstate function in the following way:
1. For each assignment to the leading variables, there exists exactly one assignment to the tail variables x n=2+1 ; y n=2+1 ; : : :; x n ; y n which leads to the 1-sink in the OBDD. 2. Each of the 2 n assignments to the tail variables appears exactly once in the construction. For the construction of the worst-case counter, we build up two tables, the transition table and the tail table.
Transition table: This table consists of 2   n rows. Each row describes one transition x 1 : : :x n ! y 1 : : :y n of the counter. Initially, some of the bits are already set to 1 or 0: All the 2 n assignments for the leading variables x 1 ; y 1 ; : : :; x n=2 ; y n=2 are inserted in the table in the following way: In row i of the table, 0 i < 2 n , the integer i is represented in binary by the bits x 1 : : :x n=2 y 1 : : :y n=2 . The bits of the tail variables are not a ected by this initial construction { these entries are marked by stars and will be lled during the construction. The transition table after this initial step is shown in Figure 4 .
There is an additional entry called visited in each row which helps to keep track which rows of the table have already been lled during the construction algorithm. Initially, every entry in the visited column is set to 'FALSE'. Tail table: This table consists of 2   n rows which contain the 2 n di erent assignments for the tail variables x n=2+1 ; : : :; x n ; y n=2+1 ; : : :; y n . In each row there is an additional entry called used which helps to ensure that each assignment is only used once during the construction. Initially, every entry in the used column is set to 'FALSE'. The tail table is shown in Figure 5 . Therefore in each processing of step 3.(b), there is at least one previously unused suitable assignment left. 2. Consider the assignment for y 1 : : :y n in the present row after step 3.(d). Due to step 1 of the algorithm this assignment is equal to x n=2+1 : : :x n y n=2+1 : : :y n in the present row. Due to step 3.(d) and (e) this assignment determines the assignment for x 1 : : :x n in the new present row. It follows: Whenever a row with a given bit sequence for x 1 : : :x n becomes the present row in step 3.(f), this bit sequence has just been marked as used in the tail table in step 3.(c). This makes it impossible that a row becomes the present row in step 3.(f) more than once.
After the rst processing of the loop body, the top row is marked as visited, but the bit sequence 00 : : :0 has not been marked as used in the tail table. Therefore the only possibility to enter a row whose visited entry is already set to 'TRUE' is to enter the top row. 3. Due to statement 2, the last chosen assignment for the tail variables is 00 : : :0. u t Remark. The rst paragraph of this section implies that the constructed OBDD has at least 2 n subfunctions of the form f x1 =a1;:::;x n=2 =a n=2 ;y1=b1 ;:::;y n=2 =b n=2 for a 1 ; : : :; a n=2 ; b 1 ; : : :; b n=2 2 f0; 1g. Hence, the worst-case construction also holds for a bigger class of variable orderings than only the xed interleaved ordering x 1 ; y 1 ; : : :; x n ; y n : Namely, it also holds for all variable orderings in which all variables from the upper half come from the set fx 1 ; : : :; x n=2 ; y 1 ; : : :; y n=2 g and all variables from the lower half come from the set fx n=2+1 ; : : :; x n ; y n=2+1 ; : : :; y n g.
Related Topologies
With similar techniques most of the results that have been proven for the autonomous counter can also be established for the loop counter and the acyclic counter. The lower bound of 4n ? 1 can be transferred to the acyclic counter. The construction can be slightly modi ed to prove a 4n ? 2 lower bound for the loop counter which becomes non-deterministic after the elimination of the inputs. The worst-case construction for the autonomous counter can also be used to construct a worst-case encoding for the acyclic counter.
Conclusion and Open Questions
We have given some precise results on the relation between state encodings and the size of OBDD-representations. These results show a strong dependence and therefore underline the importance of the OBDD-optimization by re-encoding techniques MT96].
